Developing the Indicators of e-Decision Making Competence for College Students
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**Abstract.** The decision-making competence has become the inevitable tendency in information communication technology. Schools today focus on how to raise student’s e-decision making competence. The purposes of this research are (1) to define the e-decision making competence of students major in computer science should attain; (2) to establish the indicators of e-decision making competence. The indicator content of e-decision making competence is identified through literature review. Then the Hermeneutics methodology is applied to construct the indicators. The finding indicates that indicators include seven competences in terms of information definition, information access, information assessment, information management, information conformity, information innovation and information dissemination.

**Introduction**

Global economics’ impetus relies on unceasingly digital system. The assessment and the demonstration of information communication technology (ICT) is the developmental priority in many higher and adult educational programs. Within the IT’s explosion period, the communication science and technology had made a huge progress, and application of communication science and technology, which carries on the decision-making, the problem analysis, and the solution, has become the inevitable tendency in ICT world [1,2]. However, the quality assurance of decision making becomes a major issue. For example, students may have ability to operate information, technology, and computer, but they cannot process their competence of logic analysis and problem-thinking, to make “high efficiency” and “high quality” decision.

e-decision making competence refers to critical thinking, the analysis/solution of problems, and the operation/assistant of information and e-systems [3,4]. Students gradually internalize and summarize their e-decision making competences into their actions and values of self-motivated and self-decision. That means students are able to process their logic and problem-solving skills to make a correct and appropriated decision in technology-usage. Therefore, the main target of school today should focus on how to raise student’s e-decision making competence.

The authors conduct literature analysis to identify the indicator content of e-decision making competence in order to develop the draft indicators of e-decision making competence. The purposes of this research are (1) to define the e-decision making competence of students major in computer science should attain; (2) to establish the indicators of e-decision making competence.
Literature Review

**Problem Solving.** Problem solving is a combinational plan, whereas students use the knowledge and concepts they already learned to solve the problems and issues [5]. Problem solving is a kind of learning process [6]. During this process, individual goes through the past experiences and the skills/knowledge already learned to understand, analyze, and evaluate the question. When the problem is being solved, students accumulate and promote self-ability performance unceasingly. Problem solving can be considered as a process of mental training [7]. In order to solve the problem and meet the desire, individual use his/her own knowledge, experiences, skills, and thinking. The mental training grows when individual deals with difficult situation and still knows the ways and functions to seek help to solve the problems. Problem solving competences, which include finding problems, analyzing currency, making right decision, implementing projects, and evaluating the conclusion, all should be categorized in higher thinking process [8]. In summary, problem solving includes defining question, solving question, and evaluating conclusion, which is a thinking process constructed by individual experiences and background.

**Information Literacy.** “Information literacy” appeared in the 1974’s conference of United States National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, NCLIS. At that time, president Zurkowski, the President of American Information Industrial Association, proposed this term “Information literacy” by the first time. In 21st century, the information literacy extends its meaning for “information competency” or “information skills”, and transfers into higher knowledge, skills, and attitudes. In this case, “information literacy” is no longer just a technology and computer cognition. It presents the progress how individual reads and develops technology.

**e-Decision Making.** The competence of e-decision making refers to students’ problem solving and information literacy [3,4]. The concept mapping of e-decision making competence is referred to Fig. 1.

![Fig 1. The concept mapping of e-decision making competence](image)

**Method**

In this study, Hermeneutics methodology is applied to construct the indicators of e-decision making competence. Representative decisive indicators are mainly developed by unceasing construction and explanation through Hermeneutics methodology [9].

**Expert Groups.** All involved experts are arranged into two groups in terms of academic specialized group and business specialized group. The academic specialized group is organized by professors; the business specialized group is organized by business experts. Please refer to Table 1 and Table 2 for the details of expert groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Academic specialized group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hermeneutics Process. According to the Hermeneutics methodology, the indicators are developed in following three steps:

- Step 1: By applying literature review, the indicator content of e-decision making competence is identified.
- Step 2: By constructing two expert groups and applying Hermeneutics methodology, the draft e-decision making indicators are developed until the consensuses are made by the academic specialized group.
- Step 3: The draft e-decision making indicators are revised and turned into final version of indicators until the consensuses are made by the business specialized group.

During the Hermeneutics process, each indicator will be analyzed to follow the reliability and validity of research. The Hermeneutics process is presented in Fig. 2.

Data Analysis

94 indicators are categorized into seven competences in terms of information definition, information access, information assessment, information management, information conformity, information innovation and information dissemination. Two expert groups grade those 94 indicators according to the level of importance by using 5-point Likert scales. Then two sets of rating scores are obtained, and the consistence analysis is conducted on those two sets of rating scores by SPSS statistics software. Based on the Kendall coefficient received by the consistence analysis, two groups of experts’ opinions from two expert groups reach the consistent level. And the chi-square tests indicate that the consistent exam reaches the level of significance (p<.05).

According to the data, academic specialized group agrees there are 94 indicators reach the levels of “very important”; none indicator has reach the level of “important” and “average”. Whereas, business specialized group agrees there are 74 indicators reach the level of “very important”, 20 for level of “important”, and 0 for level of “average”.

Referring to Table 3, both expert groups agree there are 74 indicators reach the level of “very important”, none for the level of “important”. Therefore, 74 indicators are developed for e-decision making competence. The rate of consistent has reached 78.72%.
Table 3. Crosstabs analyzing of academic and business specialized groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Importance</th>
<th>Academic Specialized Group</th>
<th>Business Specialized Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

consistent ratio \( p = \frac{74}{94} = 78.72(\%) \)

Kendall coefficient of concordance equals .641, \( \chi^2_{(93)}=297.840, p<.001 \). It reaches the level of significance (refer to Table 4). The numbers shows the indicators have reached the consistent, and the reliability of each expert has reached the superior level.

Table 4. Consistent exam of expert groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kendall’s W</th>
<th>( \chi^2 )</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.641</td>
<td>297.840</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

This research focuses on developing indicators of e-decision making competence. The authors believe the information of teachings and contents can be variable, but the different teaching and contents follow the same pattern of indicators. Therefore, this research tries to provide a concrete, reliable accomplishment, and the authors wish to apply the indicators to be a target for schools to raise students’ ability in e-decision making competence.

According to the literature review and the Hermeneutics methodology, the researchers have revised the indicators into the final version, which includes seven competences in terms of information definition, information access, information assessment, information management, information conformity, information innovation and information dissemination.

The finding of the research shows the indicators have reached the experts’ consistent level, and the reliability of each indicator’s importance also has reached the superior level.
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